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REPORT

The Department of economics through economics club organized workshop on
"Stock Market Trading " on 11th August 2023 in hall no. 16.

The department has taken the initiative to arrange workshop on Stock
Market Trading where the resource person Shri. Vijay Patil, Managing Director,
Vijay Patil Financial Services, Belagavi spoke about the experience of investment
and gave example of ups and downs in markets,  he also opined how different
earlier markets that of today's markets were.

He  viewed  his  thoughts  on  share  markets  like  how  the  inflation  is
influencing the current scenario and how investing in proper way can help you
cut down your expenses.

To conclude the analysis was presented on changing markets and its
behavior and how investment can help for better tomorrow." The workshop was
inaugurated by Dr.  Mahantesh Sogal,  Dr.  Vishwanath Khot  in presence of  Dr.
Raghvendra Hajgolkar Head of Department Economics,  Dr.  Nandan Katamble
and Miss Aishwarya Desai.

Welcome speech was given by Miss Aishwarya Patil and vote of thanks
was  proposed  by  Miss  Aishwarya  Desai.  Nearly  250  students  graced  their
presence from B.A and M.A.

Objectives of workshop
 To understand the difference of shares, SIP, Mutual funds, etc
 To promote the literacy of finance and financial markets.
 Help students know the importance of D-mat account.
 Let them know about the pros and cons of money market.
 To know the importance of investment of money.
 Helps to know the Bombay stock and national stock markets.





Shri. Vijay Patil discussing on "Stock Market Trading"

Discussion about Share Market and Mutual funds 



Discussion about inflation and its impact on stock market. 

Student understanding and discussing about Stock Market Trading.


